


BRUNI is a bespoke furniture manufacturer that creates custom pieces 
for individual clients, interior designers and hospitality.

Nature designs amazing works- it’s the greatest inspiration.

of Custom Design

The

We try to emphasize what nature has created.
Grains are like fingerprints, so we will not find 
two identical copies.

BRUNI creates unique products made with 
attention to every detail.

T I M E L E S S  L U X U R Y



BESPOKE TABLES
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BESPOKE TABLES
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BESPOKE TABLES



SMOKED OAK It is oak wood that has undergone a special modification 
process. During this process, the tannins in the wood 
react with ammonia and change its color throughout 
the thickness of the wood. The modification allows for 
unusual colors, reminiscent of the colors of exotic wood.
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TABLES WITH EPOXY RESIN
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BOG OAK

Before oak becomes „Polish ebony” it must lie in the ground or under water 
for at least several hundred years. 

Under these conditions, the tannins contained in oak, in reaction with iron 
salts present in water or soil, dye the wood in a characteristic black color and 
cause 6 to 17 percent of its structure is made of a fossil.

An exclusive material that has been appreciated by connoisseurs for ages.
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POPLAR BURL
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A rare material that is distinguished by an exceptionally decorative pattern 
of grains, spots and spiral patterns. An unusual pattern referring to the Art 
Deco style.



GIRO COLLECTION 
The GIRO collection is a fusion of two materials: 
molded steel with pleasant curves and ceramic. The 
minimalist and impressive design emphasizes the 
geometric character of the collection.
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GIRO dining table

Size
diameter 85 cm 98 cm 140 cm

height 76 cm 76 cm 76 cm

GIRO coffe table 98cm

Size
diameter 98cm

height 49 cm

top: ceramic, matt/gloss
base: powder coated steel from RAL palette

top: ceramic, matt/gloss
base: powder coated steel from RAL palette22

GIRO side table 30cm 

Size
diameter 30 cm

height 46 cm

GIRO coffe table 72cm

Size
diameter 72 cm

height 32 cm

top: ceramic, matt/gloss
base: powder coated steel from RAL palette

You can freely customise the table by choosing different shade of top or base.

top: ceramic, matt/gloss
base: powder coated steel from RAL palette
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C ONSOLE
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BOOKCASES
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BOOKCASE No.1

Size

width 90 cm 140 cm

depth 41 cm 41 cm

height 190 cm 190 cm

shelves: oak matt finish laquer/oil wax
frame: powder coated steel from RAL 

You can freely customise the bookshelf by choosing 
different colour/type of wood or frame.
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BOOKCASE No.2

Size

width 90 cm 140 cm

depth 31 cm 31 cm

height 190 cm 190 cm

shelves: oak matt finish laquer/oil wax
frame: powder coated steel from RAL 

You can freely customise the bookshelf by choosing 
different colour/type of wood or frame.30

Size: height 230cm
material: oak matt finish laquer/oil wax
base: : powder coated steel from RAL palette

CRANE LAMP

You can customise your lamp by choosing different type of 
wood or base colour.
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Project of a restaurant counter made of 
poles from the 15th century, Solankowe 
Zacisze, Sołonka

Project of a reception desk 
made of 1600-year-old bog 

oak log, Solankowe Zacisze, 
Sołonka
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HoReCa

Esencja Restaurant,
Rzeszów

Newline Interactive office,
Warsaw
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SERVING BOARDS
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WOODEN SUNGLASSES

Handmade wooden sunglasses
Finished with organic coconut oil. 
Several types of wood and 3 glass colors to choose from: warm 
brown, gray and green. 
High-quality lenses with the highest UVA, UVB, polarization 
protection and spring hinges. 
Possibility to order corrective lenses.
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Lubenia 385
36-042 Lubenia, Poland

NIP: 813 354 33 24
REGON: 180936495

Production
Lubenia 618D

36-042 Lubenia, Poland

Sales department 
+48 791 464 143

Technical department
+48 603 170 808

kontakt@bruni.pl

www.bruni.pl


